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1 Abstract 

To meet the challenge of producing innovative and technologically demanding 

products economically, companies need the ability of quick and flexible reaction to 

internal and external disturbances [1]. Increased performance of a company can be 

achieved by focussing on improvements to effectiveness and efficiency; principal 

tasks of modern quality management. As a result the companies’ objective shifts 

from maximization of quality to a “controlled quality” aiming for the stabilisation of 

the operative and strategic value creation process. So the main problem of manu-

facturing enterprises is to dampen the oscillation of product, process and system 

quality caused by impacting disturbances and ineffective activities and measures 

due to fuzzy or uncertain information [2]. 

The paper proposes a new approach for the evaluation of the quality of entrepre-

neurial control mechanisms within production systems. Using the metrics and terms 

of control theory and cybernetics the organizational feedback processes can be de-

veloped further towards a blueprint for generic closed quality control loops.  

The operative control level is characterized through three major stages executing a 

part of the quality control process: The sensor unit, which collects, filters and con-

solidates quality information and conducts a preliminary analysis of the resulting 

issues, the control unit, which selects and develops solutions for the identified prob-

lems and the actuator unit, tasked with the execution of the measures contained in 

the solutions. [3, 4] 

The reference process description of the quality control loop is the basis for the fur-

ther examination and feedback mechanisms, where the behaviour of quality loops 

is designed regarding the operational stability as the main performance indicator. 

Assisted by this methodology companies are able do identify and design their qual-

ity control loops. 
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2 Introduction 

“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent. It is the 

one that is the most adaptable to change.” 

- Clarence Darrow, famous American lawyer 

 

Though CLARENCE DARROW originally did not address his sentence to the realm 

of entrepreneurial management but was referring to Charles Darwin and his find-

ings in “The Origin of Species” the majority of companies discover its truth for 

themselves and their situation in today’s markets: They are currently facing global 

trends and inevitable consequences like individual and dynamic product demands 

and enhanced market restrictions in the long run, and have to deal with barely pre-

dictable constantly changing conditions from the planning level all down to the shop 

floor. Costly activities like fire fighting or specialized task forces are the result to 

cope with the consequences of the described internal and external dynamics [5].  

To meet this challenge companies need proactive processes to improve and en-

sure planning dependability and moreover reactive workflows for quick and flexible 

reaction. This increased performance of a company can be achieved by focussing 

on improvements to effectiveness and efficiency; principal tasks of modern quality 

management. As a result the companies’ objective shifts from maximization of qual-

ity to a “controlled quality” aiming for the stabilisation of the operative and strategic 

value creation process. 

The constituted problems are well known in the field of control theory. In order to 

cope with oscillation and disturbances in technical systems closed control loops are 

designed and parameterized following the targets of stability, disturbance compen-

sation, desired value sequence, and robustness [6].      

Though the mechanism of feedback are well known to the field of quality manage-

ment as examples like the SHEWHART cycle (PDCA), the DMAIC-cycle of six 

sigma, or the ISO 9001 constitute, the structured design of control loops in compa-

nies and production systems is still a problem. As control theory proves – wrong or 
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overhasty designed control loops tend to amplify the systems oscillations caused by 

disturbances and can even cause its collapse. 

3 Background of Quality Control Loops 

Due to their open and dynamic character, uncontrolled business processes with a 

lack of adequate feedback mechanisms tend to instability and chaotic development 

in case of unanticipated disturbances or target adjustments. This problem can be 

solved by the implementation of closed quality control loops.  

A quality control loop can be characterized by its three main stages – the sensor 

unit, the control unit and the actuator unit [3]. Its general structure and the assigned 

tasks within the three major modules are derived from control theory respectively 

the German standard DIN 19226 [7]. However, the diversity of business processes 

requires applying control theory in a much broader sense. Mechanisms and func-

tions of closed loop quality control are extended by principles of management cy-

bernetics and failure management [2]. 
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Figure 1: Derivation of Quality Control Loops from control theory 
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3.1 Quality Sensor 

As the first stage of a quality control feedback mechanism, the quality sensor moni-

tors the controlled variable and triggers an adequate controller in case of significant 

deviations from normal conditions. If being linked to the typical action diagram of a 

closed loop control (Hiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található.), the rather techni-

cal tasks of the measurement equipment and the comparing element can be as-

signed to the quality sensor unit. Each sensor comprises a multitude of data acqui-

sition units capturing raw quality data from various stages of the controlled system. 

The distribution of acquired data by the acquisition units is either constant with a 

defined frequency (e.g. KPI reporting) or event-driven. Examples of this second 

type of data acquisition units may include reports from employees, failure detection 

during QA spot test as well as customer complaints [1]. For further analysis a filter-

ing, preparation and reduction of collected product or process data is being con-

ducted by the quality sensor and subsequently being compared to a predefined tar-

get – in control theory referred to as reference variable. In case of a significant 

deviation an adequate quality controller has to be selected and informed, based on 

a pre-analysis of the identified problem. 

3.2 Quality Controller 

The main objective of a quality controller is the derivation and selection of adequate 

measures with regards to the problems identified prior by the sensor unit. In this 

context, reported problems are initially analyzed regarding their occurrence in the 

past and the existence of known measures for similar cases. On this basis, either 

existing measures have to be adapted to the current situation or completely new 

solutions have to be developed. To guarantee a closed action flow and to allow for 

stable system behaviour, escalation routines, timing parameters and well designed 

sets of standardized measures have to be defined for each quality controller within 

a company. Based on the selected solutions an appropriate quality actuator is as-

signed by the control unit and informed about the measures to be implemented. 
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3.3 Quality Actuator 

The quality actuator is the executive unit which implements the afore-mentioned 

measures within the controlled process and thus closes the quality control loop. 

Additionally the actuator is responsible for providing a primary proof of efficiency. 

Hence the main task of the actuator is the operationalisation of solutions provided 

by the controller. 

 Should the implementation of a solution fail to meet the objectives, measures can 

either be adapted by the quality actuator himself or the responsibility is delegated 

according to well defined escalation routines. This may include the reselection of 

the actuator, the measure or both. A long term evaluation of the realized measures 

is – due to the closed loop character – constantly provided by the quality sensor’s 

monitoring of the controlled variable. 

4 Quality Control of Business Processes 

Quality Control loops can manifest different characteristics and structures due to 

their purpose. While some of them have an informal nature – even a coffee break 

can serve the purpose of a quality control loop - others follow standardized work-

flows and descriptions as for example the complaint process. 

Quality control loops can be categorized as to their organizational levels they inter-

act with. Therefore horizontal and vertical control loops are differentiated:  

Horizontal control loops are always located on one organizational level. They de-

scribe how a single element of one level is controlled and how the control loops of 

this level communicate and interact. An example for a control loop on shop floor 

level can be end-of-line inspections within the production, customer complaint and 

problem management processes for the order fulfillment or review meeting within 

product development processes. Processes which are necessary for the manage-

ment and planning of the business processes such as production or quality plan-
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ning are attributed to the planning and control level while the strategic level pro-

vides control loops for the alignment of the entire production chain. 

Vertical control loops adhere between at least two different levels and describe how 

the control loops of the lower levels are monitored, controlled and designed as for 

example a management assessment of business processes. 
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Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical Quality Control loops on organizational levels 

5 Identification and Description of SME’s Quality Control Loops 

A vast majority of producing companies in Europe, especially small and medium 

enterprises (SME), are currently not in a state of having implemented efficient 

closed quality control loops, yet they implicitly have a huge amount of intercon-

nected quality sensors, controllers and actuators. As part of the research project 

(QC)² “Quantifiable Closed Quality Control” a process reference model for quality 

control loops has been developed. 

According to ROSEMANN the main objective of a reference model is “to streamline 

the design of enterprise-individual (particular) models by providing a generic solu-

tion” [8]. Hence reference models are blueprints of best practice, which accelerate 
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the modelling of individual processes by providing a set of potentially relevant proc-

esses and structures [9, 10]. 
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Figure 3: The (QC)² process reference model 

The (QC)² reference model for closed loop quality comprises three levels of de-

composition detail (Figure 3). The first and most abstract level defines the universal 

structure of a quality control loop with its three main elements: the sensor, the con-

troller and the actuator, as described in the previous chapter. The (QC)² reference 

process consists of nine main phases: 

 Data acquisition 

 Information processing 

 Sensor reporting and controller allocation 

 Containment action 

 Measure definition 

 Controller reporting and actuator allocation 

 Adaption 

 Primary proof of efficiency 

 Documentation 

The second level of the reference model delivers a generic but detailed description 

of all relevant process steps (activities, decisions, inputs and outputs) within the 

scope of closed loop quality control. Based on this generic process model compa-

nies are capable of identifying, describing and optimizing the structures of their ex-

isting quality control loops and even designing completely new processes by means 

of “design by reuse”. Providing a reusable and efficient design with specified sub-
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processes, the reference model accelerates the modelling process of enterprise-

individual quality control loops. 

The third level of the reference model provides tailored blueprints of recommended 

quality control loops for selected processes of SME’s order fulfilment.  

Each quality control loop of a company can be described and modelled by adapting 

the reference model to individual needs and constraints. Furthermore the reference 

model provides the basis for the (QC)² software with its integrated quality control 

loop assessment tool. 

6 Requirements of SME for quality control loops 

In order to collect the requirements for the design of the reference and assessment 

model for quality control loops a number of small and medium-sized Hungarian and 

German companies were interviewed. In order to collect these requirements and to 

formalize the introduced quality control loop description a questionnaire was pre-

pared.  

The template was developed in order to guide the user through the identification 

process of quality control loops and to capture the entrepreneurial requirements. 

Firstly the user has to define the system in focus and the related elements existing 

in his company according to the general architecture of control loops. Second, the 

specification of the control functions in form of cause-and-effect chains connect the 

output and input parameters with each other. Further the impact of disturbances on 

control loop elements are asked in order to explore e.g. the stability and controlla-

bility of the quality control loop. The next part of the questionnaire analyzes the tim-

ing features of the loop like delays in measuring output values, having delays in 

control feedback or in the changing of the input parameters by the actuator(s) of the 

loop. With this methodology in mind, users were finally asked how they would esti-

mate the benefit of the reference model and assessment tool for quality control 

loops and where they would like to implement control loops within their companies.  
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Since many different control loops exist in organizations a prioritized list of fields 

where the control loop methodology is most likely to be applied based on the inter-

views was defined. The targeted control loops are related to the main business 

process of the companies divided in development, order fulfillment and sales. 

Based on the process reference model blue prints will be developed which tailor 

these main business processes on level 3.  

7 Qualitative und quantitative assessment of Quality Control Loops 

As part of the afore-mentioned (QC)² process reference model, “base practices” for 

each process step are documented correspondent to the SPICE process assess-

ment [11]. Based on the process reference model an assessment tool is currently 

being developed within the frame of this research project. The method will allow 

organizations to assess the closed loop quality control of individual business proc-

esses based on qualitative and quantitative characteristics. 

A self-assessment of closed loop quality control is conducted on three main levels. 

The first level (level 1: performed) provides a qualitative assessment of individual 

quality control loops based on the “base practice” process description. For this pur-

pose a detailed questionnaire has been developed, which determines the degree of 

performance regarding each process step of the reference model with regards to 

the analyzed process. Hence weaknesses in the structure of a quality control loop 

as well as in the individual degree of fulfilment of each reference model’s process 

step can be identified by a company itself even without a profound knowledge of 

control theory and quality management. 

The second level of the assessment model determines whether the analyzed qual-

ity control loop is “managed” (level 2: managed). This includes a quantitative as-

sessment of the quality control loop based on KPIs. The quantitative evaluation 

considers among others a range of timing parameters such as dead time (delays 

within the process), costs and resource requirements. With regards to the stability 

of a closed loop controlled system, dead time is one of the most challenging dy-
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namic elements that occur in most quality control loops. Thus one of the main goals 

of the quantitative analysis is the identification of inherent time delays. 

On the third level of the assessment model (level 3: established), the overall matur-

ity level of quality control – the system quality – is being examined. The main ques-

tion to be asked here is whether quality control loops are implemented for all main 

business processes and whether they are analyzed and improved continuously. 

Subsequently the process reference model as well as the quality control loop as-

sessment tool will be implemented into a software program. SME will be able to 

register online for the use of the web-based program which allows a firm-specific 

adaptation of the generic blueprints as well as the design of completely new quality 

control loops based on the second level of the (QC)² reference model. Appointed 

quality control loops can furthermore be analyzed with the aid of the assessment 

tool as one module of the software program. The software will provide an online 

platform with an open discussion forum for companies that are motivated to share 

and discuss their own quality control loops as well as those, that want to access 

and discuss best practice examples. 

8 Conclusion and acknowledgements 

A core element of companies in order to cope with change and disturbances in 

business processes are feedback mechanisms. The structure and conduct of qual-

ity control loops can stabilize the processes by dampening the product and process 

quality from oscillations caused by disturbances. As characteristic elements of 

these mechanisms quality control loops serve as the basic model for the identifica-

tion, simulation, improvement and implementation of feedback structures within 

companies. The further research will challenge the design of a process reference 

model and the conception of various blueprint models for quality loops in order to 

simulate and assess the systems performance. 

The research results are developed within the research project (QC)² – Quantifiable 

Closed Quality Control (www.quality-loops.de) – within the Cornet framework. This 
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